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As a result, Micron Tech moves down. The
stock reversed its trend from up to down.
The third and fourth turning points are P3
and P4: by now the reader can see that the
exhaustion setup repeats itself.
The turning point P5 is again of major
importance, similar to P1 and P2: the CCI
briefly reached a reading slightly above 100,
whereas the RSI got stuck at 50. Micron Tech
accelerates to the downside. Between the
points P6 and P13, there is an enormous bottom formation. The stock moves sideways
as demand and supply are in equilibrium
again. The point P13 marks the end of this
bottom: it is again characterized by the familiar exhaustion setup. Micron Tech moves up
as demand takes control of supply. The point
P14 is characterized by a divergence between
the CCI and RSI: the CCI forms two higher
highs, whereas the RSI forms two lower highs.
As a consequence Micron Tech moves down.
This move can be described as a countertrend rally.

is P17. P17 is the last turning point on this chart:
it is again characterized by the exhaustion
setup, so my prediction would be that Micron
Tech will move down.

Conclusion
I have shown in this paper how to use the CCI
and the RSI for spotting turning points on
the chart of a well-known security—Micron
Technology. I have shown that divergences as
well as exhaustion setups can occur between
the CCI and RSI. These can be used for spotting turning points. Using the CCI in combination with the RSI is not difficult and it may add
considerable value to the tools of every trader.

Jean-François Owczarczak, CFTe
(Article Submitted on 6 September 2016)
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About the Author
I have also shown an up-trendline on the
Micron Tech chart. This bullish trendline
should be compared with the bearish trendline above the CCI. This is the typical case of a
bearish divergence between the CCI and the
price of the security. However, this sequence
of bearish divergences between the CCI and
the price of the security is an indication of a
strong uptrend. I have mentioned this fact in
the beginning of this paper. The crucial point
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Introduction
When we first presented our reflation scenario
back in mid-April of this year, doomsayers were
still very much predominant. At the time, US
equity markets and Oil were still in the early
stages of their rebounds, China was still a
major concern, and Janet Yellen was justifying
a slower path of interest rate increases based
on global economic and financial uncertainties. Our scenario correctly expected equity
markets to temporarily top out in early May
and enter into a correction period during May
and June (although in retrospect the correction
would be better labeled as a flat consolidation
period). Our medium-term anticipation was
that equity markets should start accelerating up again during the 3rd quarter. You can
review this scenario in the presentation we
held for our IFTA webinar dated 19 April 2016.

Now that the S&P 500 has recently broken
out to new all-time highs, growth prospects in
China have improved, and the FED is turning
slightly more hawkish again, we believe it’s time
to review the reflation theme.

Long-term prospects for the S&P 500
We will start our review with our long-term
bimonthly charts on the S&P 500 (Chart 1).
The projection we show is the same as the
one we had back in April (Chart 1). We will also
backtrack this chart to 2013 to emphasize that
the correction, which started in summer 2015,
had long been expected (Chart 2). This will also
allow us to highlight the basics of our timing
methodology.
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Chart 1. S&P 500 bimonthly chart or the perspective over the next 1 to 2 years

Chart 2. S&P 500 bimonthly chart as of 26 July 2013

Our automatic messaging is calling for a “probable continuous uptrend” on this long-term chart of the S&P 500. The scenario
(model) we project on our medium-term oscillators (upper rectangle on the chart) calls for a Case 5 (C5), i.e., an acceleration up,
which could start soon and lead us into the first half of next year. Following that, a higher “red” bottom on our long-term oscillators (lower rectangle on the chart) could help extend the uptrend into a major top in late 2017 or early 2018. Our price targets (on
the right-hand side of the chart) could first reach above 2,350. These will probably be revised up further as the move accelerates.

Back then, our automatic messaging read “probable continuous uptrend until August 2015”. As a matter of fact, the
system did confirm the top a bit earlier on 24 July 2015, or a couple of weeks before the sharp August 2015 sell-off. The
price targets we anticipated in 2013 did anticipate levels into 2,050, or just below the 2,100 that were actually achieved.
We’ve overlaid the model behind this automatic analysis to highlight how the algorithm goes about interpreting the
charts (it uses the latest red top to calculate its timing projection toward the following black top: here, a red top in early
2013 results in a black top projected for August 2015).
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Methodological brief

Chart 3. Ideal uptrend model (oscillators, derived model and case sequence)

In Charts 3 and 4, Management Joint Trust
SA (MJT—www.mjt.ch) uses standard deviation envelopes to assess trend direction and
calculate potential price targets (middle rectangle on the chart). These elements are then
factored into the algorithms, which interpret
our medium and long-term timing oscillators
(respectively, top and bottom rectangles).
This analysis results in a specific positioning
in either an uptrend or a downtrend event
sequence and delivers the related Timing
Message.
Note: Each oscillator is meant to capture a specific time cycle. Each series of oscillators features three oscillators (a blue one–the shorter
term one; a red one–the medium-term one;
and a black one–the longer term one). Their
relative positioning delivers specific situations
(so called “Cases”) to always know where you
stand within either an uptrend or a downtrend.
The long-term oscillators (lower rectangle)
serve as the basis for the automatic analysis.
The medium-term ones (upper rectangle) are
used as confirmations and to fine tune subsegments of the model.

Ideal uptrend model explanations from left to right: From an
oscillator black bottom (usually a Low Risk or a Case 2), the oscillators and prices will start moving up. An uptrend is confirmed
once a red top can be made above a blue one. The correction
down that follows delivers a buying opportunity (“Resume
Uptrend”) followed by an intermediate top (Case 3). A new period
of consolidation down or sideways then starts, ending with a
Case 5 acceleration up toward an important top (usually a High
Risk or a Case 1). For each timeframe, a fixed time unit separates
each timing incidence, so that the distance between a blue and
red top is usually X, the distance from the red to the black top is
then 2X, and the distance between the first and second black top
is 3 to 4X.

Chart 4. Ideal downtrend model (oscillators, derived model and case sequence)
Ideal downtrend model explanations from left to right: From
an oscillator black top (usually a High Risk or a Case 1), the
oscillators and prices will start moving down. A downtrend is
confirmed once a red bottom can be made below a blue one. The
correction up that follows delivers a selling opportunity (“Resume
Downtrend”) followed by an intermediate bottom (Case 4). A new
period of consolidation up or sideways then starts, ending with a
Case 6 acceleration down toward an important bottom (usually
a Low Risk or a Case 2). For each timeframe, a fixed time unit
separates each timing incidence, so that the distance between a
blue and red bottom is usually X, the distance from the red to the
black bottom is then 2X, and the distance between the first and
second black bottom is 3 to 4X.
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We recently added a new functionality that
allows users to overlay their own interpretation, i.e., position their own uptrend and
downtrend models on the charts. This is a
great addition in terms of tutoring users on
the system as well as visually projecting the
most likely scenario.
Overall, the MJT system, which was first developed in the 1970s, can be applied to any asset
class, any timeframe, to relative charts or to
portfolios with many positions. We would be
delighted to explain more about our methodology, our functionality set, and our coverage
(we cover 5,000 instruments globally across
stocks, indexes, trackers, FOREX, interest rates,
bond indexes, and commodities, on timeframes
ranging from bimonthly to intraday). Please
don’t hesitate to contact us using the details at
the end of this article.
We will now move on to review our case for
reflation.

Recent historical perspective
Chart 5 shows a mosaic of four long-term
charts. Mosaics offer great market visualisation for intermarket analysis. We recently
introduced a new functionality to allow users
to create their own mosaics of up to 15 charts
on the system.
In early 2014, following several years of loose
monetary policy (US QE, SNB peg, Abenomics
Chart 7. I), the ratio between the S&P 500 and
the 30-Year Treasury Futures entered a period
of consolidation. This inflexion point (a Case

3 intermediate top on our chart) coincided
with the beginning of the FED tapering program, which extended into late October 2014
when FED asset purchases were ultimately
halted. During this tapering process, US GDP
was holding up nicely above 4%. Yet, in the
meantime, the recovery in Europe had lost
momentum and ended with the resurgence
of the Greek debt crisis, EUR/USD dropping
from 1.40 to almost parity and the announcement of the huge ECB QE program in early
2015. The second half of 2014 also saw the
beginning of the sharp drop in oil prices and
its negative incidences on the US oil industry
and high yield, as well as more generally on
commodities and emerging markets. On the
back of these negative global developments,
US GDP growth slowed down to circa 2% in
2015 and ultimately 1% since the beginning
of 2016. During 2015, with the FED on halt to
raise rates, Japan extending its Abenomics
program, and the huge ECB QE program in
place, the S&P 500 vs. the 30-Year Treasury
Bonds Futures ratio (revert to chart above)
did make a marginal new high in June. Yet,
we believe the move was still part of the consolidation pattern started in early 2014. This
top was rapidly reversed, as the stock market
bubble in China—initiated on the back of the
Shanghai–Hong Kong connect program and
a series of rate cuts—ultimately burst, and
Brent Oil resumed its downtrend below $50
to ultimately reach $28 in January this year.

Fast forward to today
According to the models we’ve drawn on the
previous charts, we believe the S&P 500 vs.

the 30-Year Treasury Bond Futures ratio has
made an important low earlier this year. A
Case 5 bottom (“C5”) could soon materialize
(i.e., a higher low that concludes a consolidation period and leads into a new acceleration up). At the same time, the downtrend on
EUR/USD now seems extended. It could start

reversing up in a few months once reflation
gathers global steam (reflation will probably
start in the US). Oil has reached an important
bottom and could continue its correction up.
Finally, China has stabilized, creating a base
that could see it resume its uptrend into 2017.

Chart 5. Bimonthly mosaic (or the perspective over the next 1 to 2 years) on S&P 500 vs. 30-Year
Treasury Bond Futures, EUR/USD, Brent Oil and the Shanghai Composite Index (models have
been added to facilitate interpretation)
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Oil, a key reflation actor
The case for reflation is based off the global
recovery and its anticipation. With monetary
policy around the world being still very accommodative, it could materialize as the business
cycle enters a cyclical expansion. We believe
that asset and sector rotation may be ripe for
an acceleration in inflation-sensitive assets
(our current interpretation of the Pring Turner
model). Indeed, following widespread liquidation, most commodities have initiated a
first leg up. At the same time, US stocks have
recently broken out to new highs, and bonds
seem expensive, with many trading at negative yields. On the sector front, 2015 saw early
cycle movers such as Consumer Discretionary
or Technology outperform. Now, Industrials
and Materials could soon be breaking out on
a relative basis, and Energy could follow suit.
The US definitely leads the theme as a data
dependent FED remains on standby despite a
tight labor market, yet loose monetary policies
and lower equity valuation elsewhere, as well
as increasing discussion about fiscal stimulus worldwide, could see other developed
markets—and especially emerging markets—
aggressively catch up.
We will start our review with the oil market,
which, along with other commodities, is one
of the key actors of this positive acceleration
of the business cycle.

Chart 6. Brent Oil bimonthly chart or the perspective over the next 1 to 2 years
Our automatic messaging has identified a Probable Case 4. Although a
Case 4 is theoretically an intermediate
bottom, the reaction up that follows on
a long-term chart such as the bimonthly
one above could last 1 to 1.5 years
(possibly into mid-2017 in our present
case). Targets (right-hand side of the
charts) show that impulsive targets
down (toward $20) have almost been
reached and that the correction up that
is underway could lead us back toward
$76, possibly above $100. Although at
early stages of a recovery, this longterm chart is promising. We also get
comfort from the following mosaic
looking at similar long-term intermediate bottom on Emerging Markets vs. the
MSCI World Index and the MSCI World
Index vs. the S&P 500, as well as the
Silver to Gold ratio and Copper.

Chart 7. Bimonthly mosaic (or the perspective over the next 1 to 2 years) on the MSCI Emerging Markets
Index vs. the S&P 500, the MSCI World vs. the S&P 500, Silver/Gold ratio and Copper
As the recovery accelerates and
commodities enter a second leg up,
we expect the reallocation of capital
into Emerging Markets to increase (a
Case 4, which has already started to
react). More generally, once confidence
returns, we expect capital flows out of
the US into other markets, which today
show cheaper valuations levels and
higher return perspectives (the MSCI
World has reached a Low Risk zone vs.
the S&P 500). On the metals front, the
Silver to Gold ratio is reacting off a Case
4 (the ratio is often used as a proxy for
higher industrial metals demand vs.
Gold), while Dr Copper (itself a proxy for
upcoming economic health) is waiting
to confirm a similar configuration. All
four charts are positioned on important
bimonthly bottoms, which could see
them correct up into the second half
of 2017.
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Bond markets waiting to correct
Although secular deflationary forces are
still strong, the above cyclical reflationary
scenario, if correct, could trigger a sizeable
correction down on bond markets. As with
other corrections in recent years (2003–2004,
2005–2006, 2009–2010, 2012–2013), it could last
a year to a year and a half and add between
100 to 150 bps to the 10-year US government
yields. This is equivalent to a circa 10% correction on bond prices, which is a lot in an
environment were most bonds offer little yield
cushion. (Chart 8)
To refine our timing and have a closer look at
the internals of the US bond market, we will
review the following weekly mosaic, looking
at perspectives for the yield curve as well as
different segments of the US bond markets
(Chart 9).
We believe that the corrections in Chart 9 could
gain momentum during the coming quarters.
As bond markets correct, investors will to want
to seek protection by lowering duration and by
considering inflation-protected bonds. They
will also need to take on more risk, favoring
the corporate bond market and ultimately
high yield.

Chart 8. US 10-Year Government Bond Yields bimonthly chart or the perspective over the next 1 to 2 years
Following their rebound off a Case 4 in
2012–2013 on our longer term oscillators
(lower rectangle), US Treasury yields
resumed their downtrend in a succession of descending tops (Case 6). This
acceleration down should be coming
to an end between now (our suggested
model position) and January 2017
(automatic message). Our mediumterm oscillators (upper rectangle) are
getting close to a Case 4 intermediate
bottom. This also implies at least several
quarters of consolidation up.

Chart 9. Weekly mosaic (perspective over the next several quarters) on IEF (iShare 7–10-Year Treasury Bond
ETF), SHY (iShare 1–3-Year Treasury Bond ETF) vs. IEF, TIP (iShare TIPS Bonds ETF) vs. IEF, HYG (iShares iBoxx $
High Yield Corporate Bond ETF) vs. LQD (iShares iBoxx $ Investment Grade Corporate Bond ETF)
Following a consolidation throughout
the year, IEF ended 2015 with a Case 5
acceleration up. It has now reached a
high-risk zone and may have already
started to correct down. The yield curve
(SHY vs. IEF) followed the opposite
path, steepening slightly in 2015 before
flattening again aggressively during the
first half of 2016. We believe it has now
reached a low risk zone and could start
steepening again. TIP vs. IEF reversed up
in the first quarter 2016. Our model was
a bit late but can now confirm a low-risk
situation, i.e., a comfortable base to
move higher as investors gradually seek
more inflation protection. HYG vs. LQD
has made a Case 4 intermediate bottom
early in 2016. A first leg of correction up
has been completed. It is now waiting to
confirm that it can move higher.
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Internationally, we see similar patterns, as
you can observe from the mosaic shown in
Chart 10.

Chart 10. Bimonthly mosaic (or the perspective over the next 1 to 2 years) on the Bund,
10-Year Japanese Government Bond Futures, the spread between 10-Year and 2-Year Year
Euro Swap rates, as well as between 10-Year Italian and German Government Bond yields
The Bund and the Japanese
Government Bond Futures are close
to completing a long-term uptrend
(approaching a high-risk zone). We
believe they could initiate a correction down over the next couple
of quarters. The European yield
curve is close to an intermediate
“red” bottom, which could see it
steepening during several quarters.
At the same time, government
credit spreads should narrow
again in Europe, as with the Italian
vs. German spread, which should
resume its downtrend into late 2017.

A quick look at the dollar
As mentioned earlier, the long-term downtrend
on EUR/USD seems extended. It could start
to reverse over the coming months (a low-risk
zone is expected between now and year end).
We will now consider the weekly chart of the
Dollar Index to gain a more precise perspective. (Chart 11)

t
Chart 11. Dollar Index weekly chart or the perspective over the next several quarters
Since its strong uptrend in 2014, the Dollar Index has
struggled to move much higher. It is now approaching a high-risk zone on both our long-term and
medium-term oscillators (respectively lower and upper
rectangles). These should result in several quarters
of consolidation down into 2017. These tops could
coincide with the globalization of the reflation trade,
as investors start to seek more risk exposure in emerging markets and undervalued developed markets
(and their currencies). Over the next few months, the
Dollar Index may attempt a last move up to re-test its
highs. Yet, the trend looks exhausted, as confirmed
by our automatic messaging system, which is already
positioned in a downtrend (i.e., the correction up since
late April/early May is labeled as a correction up rather
than a new impulse).
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Value vs. Growth
We conclude our longer term analysis with
the Value vs. Growth theme. We believe it
plays well into many of the arguments developed above. Indeed, when cyclical recovery
accelerates, typical value sectors such as
Industrials and Energy usually outperform.
At the same time, a correction up in interest
rates should benefit Financials (banks especially), another value sector, while negatively
impacting the valuation of companies with
long-dated cash flow projections (typical
of growth sectors such as Technology and
Healthcare)(Chart 12).

What to monitor over the next
couple of months
To monitor the shorter term developments of
our reflation scenario, we will focus on two
main items: Brent Oil and the S&P 500. We will
use our daily charts, which typically give the
perspective over the next few months. Both
assets are currently consolidating following
their first leg up since the January/February
lows. Over the next few weeks, and couple of
months, it will be crucial that they hold up at
high levels in order to build a solid base for a
second reflation move up into 2017. (Charts
13 and 14)

Chart 12. IVE ( iShares S&P 500 Value ETF) vs. IVW (iShares S&P 500 Growth ETF) bimonthly or
the perspective over the next 1 to 2 years

Chart 13. Brent Oil daily chart or the perspective over the next few months
According to the model on
our long-term oscillators
(lower rectangle), Brent oil
topped out a bit earlier than
planned, in June. That said,
if we do follow the model
through, Brent could now
be in a position to resume its
uptrend. The medium-term
oscillators (upper rectangle)
started a downtrend in June.
They are now approaching
the timing of a Case 4 (C4)
black bottom (between
now and mid-September).
This bottom could offer welcome support to the resume
uptrend situation outlined
above on our long-term
oscillators. More generally,
and despite a certain level
of volatility, the consolidation down on Brent Oil has
remained relatively tame since it topped out in June. Going forward, we remain confident with our global
reflation scenario, as long as it can hold above the lower end of its corrective targets (i.e., above $36).

Chapter 14. S&P 500 Daily chart or the perspective over the next few months

The downtrend model on our long-term oscillators (lower rectangle) is close to perfection. Indeed, following many years
of underperformance (-35% since 2006), Value has finally reached a low-risk zone vs. Growth. Our corrective targets now
indicate that it could outperform between 10 and 20% over the next 12 months.

Mid-August, the S&P 500
reached a Probable Case
3 intermediate top on our
long-term oscillators (lower
rectangle). Typically, a
Case 3 would see prices
consolidate from 3 weeks
to 1.5 months. Following
that, prices would typically
resume their uptrend on a
blue bottom and accelerate on the following higher
red bottom. Our mediumterm oscillators (upper
rectangle) also made a
top in August, yet only a
red one. This implies that
prices could resume their
uptrend sooner rather than
later to reach a mediumterm black top by end of
September. Although the medium-term and long-term oscillators may seem in contradiction here in terms of timing, such patterns are typical of running consolidations, when the markets go through a series of small gyrations
at high levels before accelerating higher. This situation is not dissimilar to what happened in the Autumns of 2003
and 2009 on the same S&P 500. That said, we intend to remain prudent until the second half of September (based
on our long-term oscillators).
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We remain at your disposal to provide more
detailed insight into our reflation scenario. ).
Many thanks
Jean-François Owczarczak, CFTe
CEO, Management Joint Trust SA, Geneva,
Switzerland. email: jfo@mjt.ch
phone: + 41 22 328 93 33 • skype: jfozak
All opinions, news, research, analyses, prices or
other information in the article above are provided as general market commentary and do not
constitute any financial advice.
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Join the Quest for the “Composite Man”
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The most profound lesson I learned abroad
while working with individuals and groups
during my year as IFTA’s Roving Ambassador
(2004–2005) was the essentialness of the
concept of the Composite Man for students
of the Wyckoff Method of technical analysis.
As Richard D. Wyckoff and his disciples have said:
In studying, understanding, and interpreting market action, we consider all market
action as a manufactured operation in
which the buying and/or selling is sufficiently
centered and coming from interests better informed than the generally untrained
individual investor/speculator. The many
large interests which do have an effect on
the market place (trust companies, banks,
mutual funds, investment trusts, investment
companies, hedge funds, specialists, position brokers, etc.) are best thought of as the
Composite Man. This Composite Man causes
the market to act and react. Or, what actually happens is the market responds to the
ageless, natural law of supply and demand.
The Composite Man and the effects of the
law of supply and demand are really synonymous. It is the result of the motives, objectives, hopes, and fears of all the buyers and
sellers whose actions produce the net effect
upon the market.

Other terms which may be thought to be
synonymous with the Composite Man
would be “the market,” “the sponsor,”
“the operator,” or “they.” These terms are
used interchangeably…. The selection of the
terms is determined by what is most meaningful to the student [emphasis added].
It should be your objective to think of the
Composite Man as the primary force in the
market place. Thinking of him in this light
should enhance your analysis of the action
resulting from the dominant groups operating within the individual stocks and their
total effect within the general market place.
During my IFTA Ambassadorship I came
to better appreciate how difficult it is for
traders and analysts to really grasp and
apply with ease the concept of the Composite
Man. The upshot of that lesson learned
abroad was that serious students need to
track down the Composite Man. Each of
us needs to understand him and use him
more thoroughly, more intimately, and more
profoundly.
To commence this quest for the Composite
Man, you can rely on the fine starts made by
Richard D. Wyckoff and his associates. You

can also turn to the captivating anecdotes
found in Reminiscences of a Stock Operator.
To dig more deeply, select any of the following available routes. There is the historical route of studying the character, life
and times of the legendary operators of
Wall Street in the early 1900s or of other
operators on earlier streets, for example,
James R. Keene. Another route would be to
conduct the quest using the most modern
analytical tools available from the theories of behavioral finance. An interesting
and creative approach would be to capture the Composite Man with allegories and
metaphors. A challenging, and perhaps the
most profound route, would be to collect an
understanding of the Composite Man and
increase your capacity to make profitable
use of that Composite Man Concept through
writing, especially fictional writing.
During the year that I travelled about Europe
and the Middle East, my awareness of the
power of writing, particularly the power
of writing fictional stories, became considerably enhanced. In Spain, I found fruit in
Washington Irving’s Tales of the Alhambra.
In Paris, I located a good guide in William H.
Gass’s Fiction and Figures of Life. Then there

